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	Professional Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 (Programmer to Programmer), 9780470109175 (0470109173), Wrox Press, 2007
Get ready to tap into the full potential of your system and dramatically improve your development and testing environment. From installation and configuration to clustering and performance enhancements, this book shows you how to get the most out of Microsoft Virtual Server. Written by a key member of the Virtual Server product team, it focuses on maintaining and developing Virtual Server environments so that you can get up and running quickly.
    Some of the critical features you'll learn how to take advantage of include integrated backup support, offline virtual hard disk manipulation, and the Virtual Server COM Interface. You'll also discover how to get the best performance out of your virtual machines while creating a secure system. And you'll find expert tips and techniques on how to use Virtual Server for general development and debugging of applications.    

    What you will learn from this book    

    

	All about the new features of Virtual Server 2005 R2 SP1     
	
        Steps for creating a virtual machine library for rapid and flexible deployment     

    
	
        How to build applications that control and interact with Virtual Server using Visual Basic.NET, C#, and ASP.NET     

    
	
        Ways to perform a P2V migration using Microsoft tools     

    
	
        Methods for clustering and configuring virtual machines     

    
	
        How to automate virtual machine operations using VBScript and PowerShell     

    


    This book is for system administrators who want to implement solutions with Virtual Server as well as developers who are trying to build end-to-end solutions with Virtual Server.    

    Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.     

       About the Author

Ben Armstrong hails from Brisbane, Australia. He relocated to California in 2001 to start working on virtualization software being developed by Connectix Corporation. When Microsoft acquired the Connectix technology in 2003, he worked as a Program Manager on Microsoft’s new virtualization team. Ben has been working with virtualization for over five years and has been involved in the release of five major virtualization products (from both Connectix and Microsoft).
    In his spare time, Ben messes around with virtual machines, plays computer games, messes around playing computer games in virtual machines, and apparently writes books.
    Ben maintains a blog as Virtual PC Guy at http://blogs.msdn.com/virtual_pc_guy.       
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Modelling and Simulation in Science, Technology and Engineering Mathematics: Proceedings of the International Conference on Modelling and Simulation ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing (749))Springer, 2018

	This volume contains the peer-reviewed proceedings of the International Conference on Modelling and Simulation (MS-17), held in Kolkata, India, 4th-5th November 2017, organized by the Association for the Advancement of Modelling and Simulation Techniques in Enterprises (AMSE, France) in association with the Institution...


		

Head First Rails: A learner's companion to Ruby on Rails (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2009
Ready to transport your web applications into the Web 2.0 era? Head First Rails takes your programming -- and productivity -- to the max. You'll learn everything from the fundamentals of Rails scaffolding to building customized interactive web apps using Rails' rich set of tools and the MVC framework.
  
  By the time you're...

		

Writing from Start to Finish: A Six-Step GuideAllen & Unwin, 2002
"Can help you knock out writers block" -- Boston Herald     

       Ideal for writing a short story, essay, review, or report, this guide provides beginning writers with the hands-on direction they need to improve their writing techniques and ability. Using a six-step approach to writing, this resource covers...




	

MPEG-4 Facial Animation: The Standard, Implementation and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
One of the more revolutionary parts of the MPEG-4 International Standard is the Face and Body Animation, or FBA: the specification for efficient coding of shape and animation of human faces and bodies. This specification is a result of collaboration of experts with different backgrounds ranging from image coding and compression to video analysis,...

		

Happiness: Unlocking the Mysteries of Psychological WealthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Utilizing sophisticated methodology and three decades of research by the world's leading expert on happiness, Happiness challenges the present thinking of the causes and consequences of happiness and redefines our modern notions of happiness.
	shares the results of three decades of research on our notions of happiness...



		

Linux CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
Linux information can be found scattered in man pages, texinfo files, and source  code comments, but the best source is the experts who have built up a working  knowledge of managing Linux systems. The Linux  Cookbook's tested techniques distill years of hard-won experience into  practical cut-and-paste solutions to...
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